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INTRODUCTION
In the contemporary world, many intellectuals share the fear that the future looks both dark and grim. Times are so unpredictable, especially when one depends on political forces and aspirations and these cannot be realized. When judged by standards of yester-year, these strange forces appear hollow and have a ring of insincerity. One such evil force that seems to be raising its ugly head quite often is terrorism of all shades. Its barbarity, intolerance and callous acts render it to be the most despicable, vile and morally contemptible happening in the world.
Terrorism may have its roots firmly embedded in ethnicity, politics, religion, economics or social institutions. The methods employed indicate that the perpetrator or seducer believes that the end justifies the means. They are often ruthless, neither asking nor giving quarter in their quest to succeed in their nefarious designs. Sun Tzu, nearly 2,500 years ago aptly depicted terrorism as, "kill one frighten ten thousand." 1 This type of intimidation has been successfully employed since the beginning of human civilization.
Tactics and techniques have changed and terrorism, definitely, has become more cruel and sanguine than ever. It has affected the lives of many innocent people who get caught up inadvertently in the crossfire of a holy or undeclared war, not of their making. To these it is difficult to understand such diabolic hatred and inhuman behavior. But to the terrorists, themselves, all is fair in love and war, and they will stop at nothing and bask in their glory. Being armed with modern and the most sophisticated of weapons, make their task simpler, which in turn is inclined to make them feel like heroes, while gloating over their killings and achievements. However, the encouraging thing is that considerable progress has been made in the security of technology e.g. enhanced x-ray and vapor detectors to help detect and locate especially explosives. 2 However, eradicating terrorism is going to be an uphill task, fraught with much toil and danger. 
SECTION II METHODOLOGY
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
This paper aims to show that many Arab countries had their peaceful development disrupted and their innocent citizen terrorized by various groups which include some totalitarian, Western powers and fanatical extremists who are prepared to use any means possible to achieve their goals regardless of the consequence to themselves or others even if it mean death or destruction.
JUSTIFICATION FOR THE STUDY
The study of terrorism shows what causes an individual, groups or states to resort to terrorism; how the terrorists operate and what they hope to achieve. These will give an honorable and responsible governments a good understanding of the terrorists. This understanding, provide some of the tools that may help governments to apply the most appropriate security measure to prevent the activities or operation of any terrorists, and make it ineffective.
SCOPE
This paper gives firstly, a historical background of the formation of the concerned Arab countries. Secondly, it highlights the possible and probable factors that might be responsible for the case of terrorism in the Arab world. Thirdly the role of propaganda in the terrorism campaign, media and the satellite technology will also be covered.
METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION
The materials used in this paper were retrieved through personal study, books from Army War College Library, articles from Internet, and other available reading materials.
ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER
The paper is organized as follows:-1. Section I -A general introduction to terrorism in The Arab world is undertaken.
2. Section II -in methodology, statement of the problem, justification for the study, the scope, method of data collection and organization of the paper is dealt with.
3. Section III -in this chapter the historical background is furnished.
4. Section IV -Motivation for Terrorism in Arab World is highlighted.
5. Section V -Type of terrorism, Islamic fundamentalism, political, economical and social 6. Section VI -Description of the militancy in Arab world and Arabs-Israeli conflict.
7. Section VII -The United States and Middle East terrorism.
8. Section VIII -Influence of media.
9. Section IX -Type of terrorist's Armament.
10. Section X -Conclusion.
Endnotes.
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SECTION III HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Arab countries are located in two continents of Asia and Africa and they consist of Saudi Although the UN has made strident efforts to conciliate, promote amicability and develop co-existence between the hostile factions, these efforts are to no avail. Due to the conflict of interest and involvement of some superpower, as quoted by the UAE permanent representative to UN, before the 57 th session of the UN General Assembly, "In spite of the progress achieved in a number of procedural and substantive matters, it is regrettable that the Security Council has failed in solving some fundamental issues which are considered the core of its responsibilityending aggression, foreign occupation, peacemaking and maintence of peace and security-due to the policy of double standard and bias, exercised by some permanent members in the council." 4 The gulf between them, as also with other Arab countries, has not in any way narrowed. Admittedly, there are also people on all sides who long for accord and the spirit of coexistence, but there are others who might be regarded as die-hards who will not compromise, retract or even consider discussions. To them "If God is on your side then who can prevail against you?" sort of attitude prevails. With these hard-liners, hope of a truce recedes into the dim distance. The future looks both dark and bleak.
SECTION IV
MOTIVATION FOR TERRORISM
The question of the spread of terrorism, it seems, was addressed without studying the nature of conflict in the contemporary world. The problem of analyzing the causes of terrorism in the Arab world /Middle East appears to be ineffective, in spite of the best efforts carried out by politicians, pundits and intellectuals. However, it is agreed that any rigid classification into fundamentalism or traditional orthodox groups, as it exists in religion, politics and societies, may simply complicate the situation. To be a terrorist, it not necessary that one is a religious fanatic or fundamentalist. The world provides too many examples of terrorists who are, to all intents and purposes, atheists.
The adoption of terrorist method by state authorities is perhaps the most important new trend. Politically motivated violence against non-combatants has evolved, in the Middle East from being a tool used exclusively against the state into a tool being to be used by the state. In addition to help clandestine groups fight the central authority, terrorism now serves weak states to fight against more powerful ones. In this sense it constitutes a novel form of military conflicts.
This development makes terrorism far more important than it would be if it remained confined to small organizations hiding from the law.
There are those who argue that the poor material base of some societies is the crucial factor in understanding the motivation of terrorism-that is, some terrorists are most likely to be poor and uneducated. In addition much conflict in the world appears to be linked to underdevelopment and old but unsettled regional struggles. It is most likely that these theorists are partly wrong. In reality, many terrorists represent middle and high income groups, holding but was with drawn in 1984 after suicide bomb attacks on its bases. 8 It is interesting to note that quite often some fanatical fundamentalists groups, under the influence of religion, carry out terrorism for self-aggrandizement. For instance in a determined effort to derail the PLO-Israeli agreement certain Palestinian militants, Islamic fanatic fundamentalist, Israeli reactionaries and extremists carried out a number of terrorist activities to derail peace agreement and settlement. Assassinations, kidnappings, ransom demand and other allied activities in the realms are engineered by those hard-line terrorists for monetary gain or unappreciated religious objectives. These terrorists or seducers are forever living on the edge and derive much profit and pleasure from armed struggle and violence. They also consider it a great moment or opportunity to come into the limelight, and become famous and renowned.
Their prestige as terrorists thrive on fear, "kill one and frighten thousand".
POLITICAL TERRORISM
The adoption of terrorist methods by state authorities in some Arab and Middle East countries is perhaps the new trend. Due to lack of succession legitimacy, public support, corruption, intrigues, political rivalries and suspicion, an aspiration of unrest may prevail within or between states. Governments, in an effort to intimidate or discipline its people or neighbors, often utilize some of it agents or terrorists gangs to conduct unlawful acts or intimidation operations as a mean of exercising political pressure that may take various type and dimensions. As its lowest and in some ways most distasteful form, parents encourage their children to harass and bully the children of other ethnic or religious communities in order to induce their families to move away. 10 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTOR
The population structure in the Arab countries and especially in the Arabian Peninsula is Economic deprivations in some of the Arab countries take the form of unemployment, low income and wealth disparities, administrative corruption, lack of other basic amenities of life and discrimination resulting into inaccessibility to suitable economic avenues has given birth to several terrorist movements. The West (and the former Soviet Union) have for generations helped repressive and often in competent regimes hang on to power. In this way, instead of controlling to the resolution of problems they have helped to aggravate and perpetuate them.
Internal stagnation, the failure of ruling elites and prolonged economic misery are therefore, for of people in the Middle East, closely connected with the West's predominance in the region.
This perception at times, and may also be dressed up as conspiracy theory, but it is essentially appropriate. It is hardly surprising then that in the long term a considerable potential for resistance would build up in the Middle East, which would be directed not only against the dictators there but also against the men behind them -the West. Ethnic terrorism morally evolve fear among political victims, which serves two purposes.
Firstly, it silences talk of compromise and accommodation by discrediting the political system and mediation process. Secondly, it stimulates emigration and population transfer. 15 There are 
SECTION VI MILITANCY IN ARAB WORLD
After the War World II, and especially in the last two decades, political terrorism has become one of the main challenges to the international community, especially in volatile region 
ARABS -ISRAEL CONFLICT
The prominent characters of Middle East terrorism activities are driven from the Arab - Ariel Sharon (who was responsible for the mass slaughter of Palestinians in Sabra and Shatilla refugee camps in Lebanon). 19 As the United States ties its security directly to the security of the newly developing world, the U.S. has entered into numerous military alliances and concluded many defense agreements with countries in every part of the world. Among them are many of the Arab countries. The reasons for signing such agreements are:
• To secure military bases in strategic locations.
• To ensure an uninterrupted supply of oil (to not only to them, but to its trading partners).
• To guarantee Israel security as an American's vital Strategic ally.
• To protect its global economic ruling system and to prevent Islamic fundamentalists or radical from emergence as political powers especially in Arab or Islamic world.
If Muslims see their community humiliated by a foreign power or corrupted by a tyrannical regime, they can feel as religiously distressed as Christian who sees the Bible traduced. Since the public receives the bulk of their information on current affairs from television, radio, Internet and newspapers the way that information is presented greatly affects pubic and policy makers attitudes and knowledge. News reporters should strive to be impartial, precise, and refrain from being melodramatic or sensational in their profession especially when reporting terrorist activities. Every effort should be made to present an event in a realistic manner from an unbiased point of view. Taking sides or being partial will undoubtedly affect public interest and opinion, as media are influential players in terrorist tragedy. A terrorist could be presented as an aggressor, traitor, blood-thirsty and one who would adopt any form of atrocity to achieve his goal while at the same time he could be a national hero for being revivalist, a revolutionary or freedom fighter. Such is the influence of the media; Quite often the media have tended to be unfairly blamed for being too cooperative with the terrorists and projecting only their point of dispute from the views of official authority or opponents or vice versa.
The questions of imposing guidelines for media coverage of terrorism has often been discussed but no concrete suggestions have emerged. Washington (CNN) -A day before AlJazeera network interviewed Osama bin Laden, U.S. Vice president Dick Cheney urged the network to act "in a more responsible and representative way" when reporting on the suspected terrorist mastermind, a senior administration source told CNN Friday. 21 The message was tough for Al-Jazeera, but the language was not tough . It was all very professional. Al-Jazeera never aired the interview, tape October 21, but CNN obtained a copy of it and began broadcasting portions of it Thursday night . The Bush administration did not criticize CNN for airing the videotape, and said the interview underscored the importance of winning the war on terrorism.
22
The media and government have common interests in seeing that the media are not manipulated into the cause of terrorism or its methods. But policy makers do not want to see terrorism, or anti-terrorism, eroding freedom of the press-a key pillar of democratic societies. 23 In addition the potential for media interference in the course of a terrorist episode could trouble policy makers and confuse law enforcement officials. The Internet can be utilized by both terrorists and state authorities for passing on vital information despite the fact that one could sabotage the other. The fact remains however, that media coverage of terrorism will continue to be a hotly debated issue and will depend on the sense and professionalism that characterizes good journalists correspondents and news executives.
SECTION IX ARMAMENTS
Terrorism by activities differs from area to area but by nature and intents remain the same. Therefore, the terrorist are convinced that to carry out their tasks and to become a more believable and effective adversary they must acquire sophisticated armaments whether it is to procure conventional weapons or weapon of mass destruction. But this requires a lot of money and supply of which must be guaranteed and regular. While some Arabic countries located close to unstable countries trade in Narcotics trafficking like Afghanistan and Iran, some terrorist organizations pursuit narcotic trafficking that brings in considerable revenue to enable them to finance their terrorist activities with the latest type of arms and ammunition. Developments in personal weapons are likely to help the terrorist rather than the counter-terrorists. They are easier to conceal, capable of higher rate of fire, and possess latest laser technology for night vision and higher rate of fatality like material for weapons of mass destruction, which make these weapons highly effective and give the terrorists element of surprise and the strength. It is in the interest of all people that the sacred inhibition in shedding human blood is preserved and strengthened. We shall be safe and unsafe together. Selective security is a myth.
Protecting oneself and defending others are two sides of the same coin. Concerted action, unanimity of purpose and determination to succeed will go a long way in the fight against terrorism.
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